Interhemispheric balance sets nostril differences in color-induced nasal thermal judgments.
Sniffing out of sight always the same colorless and odorless solution containing no thermal agents while viewing a bottle with colored water increases sensitivity of the left nostril/right hemisphere (RH) for warming sensations and sensitivity of the right nostril/left hemisphere (LH) for cooling sensations. It is likely that engagement in a temperature judgment task and the development of specific expectancies due to the presence of color cues alter and enhance processing in brain areas involved in thermosensory processing. The lateralized patterns thus intimate hemispheric specialization for thermosensory processing probably originating in reciprocal inhibition that confers balance between the hemispheres. If the inhibition-balance hypothesis were correct then the more the left nostril proves sensitive to warming the more the right nostril would prove sensitive to cooling. One hundred and ninety one healthy volunteers were tested here. The left nostril dominance for warming and the right dominance for cooling were replicated once more. The dominance of the left nostril for warming (left minus right nostril) correlated highly with the dominance of the left nostril to cooling (right minus left nostril) and the individual patterns of results were distributed along an axis starting from the expected left nostril/warming - right nostril/cooling pattern and ending at the opposite left nostril/cooling - right nostril/warming pattern. Furthermore, the point where the left nostril dominance for warming responses dropped and inverted perfectly coincided with the point where the right nostril dominance for cooling responses inverted too. Such a good continuum between the expected and the opposite patterns supports the inhibition-balance hypothesis. Finally, 66% of subjects exhibited the expected left-warming/right-cooling pattern suggesting, therefore, that, despite this continuum, there is a dominant lateral specialization for temperature processing.